


smaller Pollok House car park. This extended journey will increase pollution and make the Park
less attractive to general users. We understand that the entrance gateway opposite Shawmoss
Road is narrow but a raised footway/cycle path as noted above and signage should ensure that
motor traffic proceeds slowly through to the Park

In addition it will not work for cycle traffic. Haggs Road is currently a four-lane highway where
motor vehicle speeds are high, posing a significant hazard to cycle traffic. The options you leave
are either to turn left and then cross four lanes of traffic to enter at the next entrance south, or to
turn right, marginally safer since crossing with the lights, to enter at the next entrance north. Our
proposed solution is to exempt cycle traffic from this restriction.

We also note that the Traffic Impact Assessment referred to above contains, at  7.2.15, The
junction has been modelled with an all red stage for vehicles (green man comes on across all
arms simultaneously). If this is amended to include cycles etc being able to cross during the all
red stage for motor vehicles a more realistic solution will be realised.

 No right turn from Haggs Road (southbound) into Pollok Park 

We have concerns about this for all  traffic.  We understand that it  is proposed to direct M77
traffic  to use the junction at Silverburn, allowing them to drive round the southern edge of the
park and enter the park from Haggs Road northbound. This is a long detour, causing additional
pollution but not as objectionable as the restriction, above, from Shawmoss Road. However,
not all southbound motor traffic will be coming from the motorway, but from Govan, the Clyde
Tunnel and from the west of Glasgow in general.   Prohibiting southbound motor traffic here
means that  this motor traffic will  enter  and leave the Park at  the  Dumbreck entrance,  thus
extending their journeys, increasing pollution, and being directed to the small Pollok House car
park, rather than the new parking area. We understand your desire to simplify the motor traffic
movements and we have heard concern expressed about the tightness of the turn but a right
turn southbound would also allow a left turn phase exiting from the park. 

 No right turn from Haggs Road (northbound) on to Shawmoss Road 

This proposal is ill-conceived for all road-users. How does traffic access Crossmyloof? Motor
traffic will no doubt turn in to Whins Road and then Herries Road, both of which are residential
streets not designed for through traffic, adding to disruption for residents. Our local resident
member also fears that this restriction will add to the rat-running on Ravenswood Drive near
Shawlands Academy, a concern that was raised in the Traffic Impact Assessment.

 No waiting, no loading or unloading at any time on sections approaching and leaving the
Pollok Park entrance/exit 

GoBike supports this restriction.

We thus consider that your proposed restrictions would affect more than the limited number of
streets quoted in your email  and add to the inconvenience suffered by local  residents from
extended motor journeys and motor vehicles cutting through local streets.

However,  of  prime  importance  is  the  absence  of  consideration  for  active  travel  from  your
proposals. We look to you to provide safe access and egress to and from Pollok Park for cycle
traffic and all others not using motor vehicles. It is disappointing, but sadly reflective of much
active travel provision in Glasgow, that active travel pockets are provided but are not connected
to form a usable network.

Yours sincerely

Tricia Fort
for Consultations, GoBike
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